Creation of a four-joint-digit after second toe to digit transplantation: restoration of form and function.
The authors describe the non-orthotopic insertion of an Ascension two-piece pyrocarbon proximal interphalangeal joint at the osteosynthesis level of bilateral toe-to-digit transplantations in an attempt to restore both anatomic length and composite fist formation after traumatic multidigit loss. The non-orthotopic joints provided an additional 30 and 35 degrees of stable flexion to the reconstructed index and longs digits enabling the patient to form a composite fist. There was no evidence of joint instability or loosening. Total active motion was 240 and 235 degrees at the index and long fingers, respectively. Creation of two four joint fingers by the addition of non-orthotopic joints in toe-to-digit reconstructions successfully restored form and function after multidigit loss.